The College Attends a Russian Fевшествиа

Traditional Presentation Of The Spade and Staff—Presentation in Tree Day Pageant

36 BEACHES TREKKER BEFORE 1937

The rainy season had not yet reached Russia when Tree Day, 1937, was ushered in. After the entrance of the festivities and the singing of the Tree Day song and Alma Mater, the students of the University of Moscow, the former Tree Day Mistress, presented the Society with a beautiful, part girt, part the Proimeo Tree Mistle- 

The dancing contest among the various sororities was held in the selection of the maiden to whom the page presented the award, the winner was Miss L. A. B. of the Boston University. The first place was awarded to Miss Kathleen Eleni, second place to Miss Kathleen Eleni, and third place to Miss Kathleen Eleni. The pageant was a thrilling scene in the selection of the maiden to whom the page presented the award, the winner was Miss L. A. B. of the Boston University. The first place was awarded to Miss Kathleen Eleni, second place to Miss Kathleen Eleni, and third place to Miss Kathleen Eleni. The pageant was a thrilling scene. Miss Kathleen Eleni, second place to Miss Kathleen Eleni, and third place to Miss Kathleen Eleni. The pageant was a thrilling scene.
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Dancing in the Park

The University of Pennsylvania Study group under the supervision of Professor Raymond K. Birkett. Begun in 1952 as "A Sociological view on the Foreign students in France and Harvard University." She has been granted a year's leave of absence from her studies at the University of Pennsylvania, and will leave from New York on July 14 at the Cornelia to begin her new duties.
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THE HAT SHOP
Waban Building
WELLESLEY WHITE HATS

Corkus Hardware
USED BICYCLES BOUGHT
TRUNKS AND LOCKS REPAIRED

TO RENT
for July, August and September. A furnished 3-room house, 4 bedrooms, and bathroom, situated near the College Golf Links. Rent very reasonable.

McCoy's Lunch
28 Wins Cup Again
Passes 27 by Half Boat (Continued from Page 1, Col. 5)

large expected the seniors to load quickly and steadily with the yellow boater. Then the Junior crew, under the capable guidance of the crew, .and to bring its 39 red steaming bravely across the finish line ahead of 26 and 22, 30, as in becoming the youngest, came up a modest brigith with. Then is shown the rowing of the class songs was approved by the cover with our rivals. 1905 crew boat was then solemnly christened Kuntaa (Light- cutter), which gives us the true meaning of an Indian name, abandoned by 29 last year, when the freshmen boat, was called "Blue Streak."

The curtain dropped in close for the day, and the crowd washed the end of Tupelo. The unexpected appearance of a White Ship in the middle of the lake was, therefore, one of the most impressive moments in the fleet. The last, with two stern Norsemen sculling the course ahead, moved slowly toward the shore while appropriate music was played. The other floats rested the pick as has been custom previously. Competitor's barges was a bit too full of slave maidens, probably of the importance of the central figure. Somehow this fact needed a little more of a touch than the other New England had to offer. The fleet showed both originality and artistic handling. Elg's, in a rowboat, sought to elude the workers who hired from another boat ten feet or so away. A boat full green light was played upon the same material upon which the crescent-shaped maidens posed gracefully, and one caught well the feeling of musical power with which they tried to elude the mariner.
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"For real individuality, assemble Your OWN Sports costume!

Why wait for a costume handed to you complete? The chances are it will not fit you in every particular.

A condition remedied at the Wellesley Shop. You may choose a sweater from one corner, a jacket from the opposite, make choice of fabric, style, and color, try on combination against another... when you've finished—sports costume complete, individual, peculiarly your own!

The cruppella shirt
"I wear it all day, motoring, golfing, sitting still; and the plots are still in! It's perfect!" On a bodice top-studded horizontally at hip-line.

The knitted sweater
Paradoxically it's cool, yet warm. Finely striped, plain weave at collar, cuffs, hips, in square, high, becoming neck; one hip pocket. Usual colors. 10.75. Also, new Vortex slip on. 8.75.

The blazer jacket
It may be flat-laid; gaily striped. One sketched it. Or it may be plain regular. Plainly finished with brass button holes, in double breasted style. 10.75.

Supply your stockings needs for summer. Away from the Slattery Wellesley Shop it is not easy to find Rodeo Stripe, new summer colors, Chiffon, service, 1.75, 1.95, 2.50.

Slattery Wellesley Shop
10 - 12 Church Street

SUE PAGE STUDIO
Next Hotel Waban
Wellesley, Mass.

Photographs
Tel. Wellesley 4390

POWDER PUFF SALON
59 Central Street
Tel. 6421 W

BOBBING SHAMPOOING
MARCEL Wave
WATER Wave
MANICURING
Permanent Waving a Specialty

Wellesley Fruit Company
WELLESLEY SQUARE
Tel. Wellesley 0138
Telephone 1493-M
"WHERE THE CAR STOPS"
From the ground up

The curriculum report, same as it is, is an odd book for our line of work. It was called that Handbook of American Education, and not only the cover, but the title itself, was inadequate. It was not what English Composition was not. It did not contain any of the elements that would indicate the volume's great importance.

Many students, especially in the college, should be at least partially mastered by every student. These requirements include the whole range of possible courses in the whole range of possibilities, from the very few courses that are included in the college. A clue to this fault is found in the article by Horace Greeley, which shows how few of the courses that were supposed to attend abandonment of old beliefs.

Evidently, the authors of the report have not seen the possibilities of a better course of instruction teaching the reasons for our time correcting the mistakes of our earlier education. Our requirements have been a failure in the worst part, we speak and write incoherent with the results of our efforts to teach. This is a serious criticism, and it is one of the reasons why the report is not as easy to read as it should be.

FOR SUMMER THINKING

It seems perfectly easy to break this work of weeks in all the years. Just today we may be justified in all that we have done. We cannot tell that the college campus remains as much as a summer or a winter place. The aspect of silence, our ancient studies, and the campus task, might be a plausible two weeks' break which appears odious as a nine week span. In the college and the corresponding one in January that we are thoroughly cornered.

Because there are 2,600,000 of us, a great part of a 2,600,000 area of parents are making sacrifices and working doubly that we may play. There is no reason why any week of work is more than the maximum for most of us are not surprised to have our sacrifices. This contention is life of "enforced college" and the result is the same.

When we realize that the college bill for the nation is an annual $2,600,000, it is bound to be a strain on our college budgets and in the cases of the student. This is one of the reasons why we are considering the idea of "enforced college." This is the same.
DO YOU KNOW HOW LOVELY YOU ARE?

LES POUDDRES

COTY FACE POWDERS will show you how fresh and clear your complexion can be. They are the finest powders that you can make—supremely in quality, with deep, clinging fragrance.

J'ORGAN PARIS EMERAIDE CHYPRE JASMIN DE CORSE LA ROSE JACQUEMINOT STY. L'OR "ANIMEE PRIEST MAQUETTE"

One Dollar Nine True Shades

THE THEATER

COLONIAL—Clarice Cox, with Fred Stone.

COURT—The Solitaire Man—a airplane comedy.

FVFF—The Pirates of Penzance and Falstaff.

WILBUR—Listen Deets.

FOCUSED ON THE SCREEN

Tom Mix and his wonder-horse Tacy are back again this Friday and Saturday night to the Playhouse in the Great K. & A. Farm Robbery. Tom goes through a whole repertoire of breath-taking escapes, and it is interesting to notice that in a considerable number of cases the artful villain is very decidedly from his style in painting.

A drama powerful enough, with a more than usual degree of pathos, of one of the most popular Western characters, is by Laura La Plante, a Russian Ballet dancer, coming June 15th. The picture is made up of a set of very lovely love scenes, although the situation is somewhat late, and the dramatic counterpoint worked.

ART EXHIBITS

On June 21, the day of commencement at Amherst College, there will be its formal opening, with the presentation to the public of a remarkable collection of paintings, which, although not all of those owned by the museum, but many others are exhibited for the occasion. No one can say that the collection is not richly good. The collection of paintings is a very fine one, and all the paintings will be exceptionally good. The late date of opening makes it possible to expect that the exhibition will be out of reach of the public.

The theme, which is the subject of the best use of a very fine picture, is the possibility for those who are willing to wait for Trum and to make a really unusual opportunity.

ART EXHIBIT

The reproductions now on exhibition in the college Art Museums are particularly interesting because they are a representation of modern art shown a few months ago, these pictures are not, in a sense, a technical painting, and in many cases it is impossible to determine the true effect. The reproductions of modern art show a few months ago.

The fact that the reproductions are a representation of modern art shown a few months ago, these pictures are not, in a sense, a technical painting, and in many cases it is impossible to determine the true effect. The reproductions are a representation of modern art shown a few months ago. For instance, if the reproductions are a representation of modern art shown a few months ago, these pictures are not, in a sense, a technical painting, and in many cases it is impossible to determine the true effect. The reproductions are a representation of modern art shown a few months ago.

CAMPUS CRITIC

ART EXHIBIT
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LETTER OF APPRECIATION HAS BEEN RECEIVED FROM JAPAN

Mr. Girdon Bilt Wolfman, Chairman of the department of sculpture, has received a letter from a teacher in Toths College, Tokyo, extending appreciation and thanks for the contributions that the department of sculpture is making to the rest of the Service Fund Committee for the kindness and generosity.

Mr. Wolfman is deeply grateful for the contributions that the department of sculpture is making to the rest of the Service Fund Committee for the kindness and generosity.
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For Garden Party and Commencement

For Garden Party there are corsages to be worn and bouquets to be carried. For Commencement, flowers are needed too.

Whatever the event, you can depend upon Fraser's Flowers to give you the best effect.

For full information phone Mrs. Rogers Johnson

(Dorothy Aken '22) University 8854-J

Get your summer color from Fraser's. We have the best assortment of colors and styles. We can make your color harmonize with your complexion. Come in today.

COLLEGE NEWS

(Continued from Page 6, Column 3)

WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS

Wellesley, President Caroline of Radcliffe University, was on a visit to the women's college.

The administration has sent an appeal to the women of the Wellesley Freshman class for Christmas cards, in the form of calendars.

Marion Hinde, daughter of President Campbell Proctor, announced the marriage of her daughter, Virginia, (77) to Mr. Paul Wood, of the First Presbyterian Church of Wellesley on June 22.

EMERGED

Marion Hinde, 21, to Mr. Kenneth Stocker, Center College, evt.27.

MARRIED


IN OTHER COLLEGES

A traditional part of Booddh's Commencement ceremonies is the presentation of a diploma to a distinguished alumnus. This year the Missce and Govin will give Honors.

The Workshop, dramatic association of students, is one of the few organizations open to all students and is one of the most active groups. Last week the faculty composed the entire cast of Shaw's "Paradise." The production was presented on two afternoons.

Students from Bryn Mawr, Mount Holyoke, Smith, Vassar, and Wellesley use a short play, "Evening of Demas," to read their own poems in an intercollegiate poetry contest.

Plans have been made for the dedication of the new building for the study of music, Opus, which is scheduled to open in September. The dedication will be marked by a musical concert given by the students of the college.

The students of Bryn Mawr, Mount Holyoke, Smith, Vassar, and Wellesley use a short play, "Evening of Demas," to read their own poems in an intercollegiate poetry contest. The dedication will be marked by a musical concert given by the students of the college.

A freshman at the University of Colorado was arrested for conning a couple out of $10.00. The girl was returned to the campus by the police, and she was arrested for the second time.
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